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P
olymer solar cells are an interesting
new approach to low-cost solar cells
utilizing semiconducting polymers for

the conversion of sunlight into electricity.1

Since tightly bound excitons rather than
free charges are the main product of photo-
excitation, an important step in the energy
conversion process is the dissociation of
these excitons into electron�hole pairs at
donor/acceptor interfaces. A number of do-
nor/acceptor approaches are used, with full-
erene derivatives,1 inorganic nanocrystals,2

along with electron-accepting polymers3

used as electron acceptors in combination
with an electron-donating polymer. The
utility of a material as either an electron
donor or acceptor depends on the materi-
al's electron affinity, with high electron affi-
nity materials (in general) suited as electron
acceptors and lowelectron affinitymaterials
suited as electron donors. The designation
is relative, however, with the same material
being able to serve as an electron acceptor
with one material and an electron donor
with another depending on the relative
electron affinities of the materials.4 Limiting
the effectiveness of these materials in ex-
citon dissociation is the relatively short ex-
citon diffusion length of ∼10 nm.5 In order
to absorb sufficient light (film thickness
∼100 nmor greater) whilemaintaining short
distances to donor/acceptor interfaces, the
bulk heterojunction concept has proved to
beaneffectiveapproach.Here, thinfilmblends
of donor and acceptor materials are produced
that have sufficient intermixing between
donor and acceptor to maintain charge gen-
eration (exciton dissociation) while (ideally)
percolating interconnected pathways facil-
itate charge transport to the electrodes. The
influence of morphology on device perfor-
mance has been a topic of great interest
to the organic photovoltaics community,6�8

with film morphology affecting many device
processes including charge generation,9,10

interfacial charge separation,11,12 and charge
collection.13 In general, a mixing of donor
and acceptor on a length scale finer than the
exciton diffusion length optimizes charge
generation (exciton diffusion to and disso-
ciation at donor/acceptor interfaces), while
coarser morphologies optimize the separa-
tion of charges away from the interface and
their collection at the device electrodes.
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ABSTRACT Enhanced scattering contrast

afforded by resonant soft X-ray scattering

(R-SoXS) is used to probe the nanomorphology

of all-polymer solar cells based on blends of the

donor polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)

with either the acceptor polymer poly((9,9-dioctylfluorene)-2,7-diyl-alt-[4,7-bis(3-hexylthien-5-yl)-

2,1,3-benzothiadiazole]-20,200-diyl) (F8TBT) or poly([N,N0-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-11-naphthalene-1,4,5,-

8-bis(dicarboximide)-2,6-diyl]-alt-5,50-(2,20-12-bithiophene)) (P(NDI2OD-T2)). Both P3HT:F8TBT and

P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends processed from chloroform with subsequent annealing exhibit compli-

cated morphologies with a hierarchy of phase separation. A bimodal distribution of domain sizes is

observed for P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends with small domains of size ∼5�10 nm that evolve with

annealing and larger domains of size∼100 nm that are insensitive to annealing. P3HT:F8TBT blends

in contrast show a broader distribution of domain size but with the majority of this blend structured

on the 10 nm length scale. For both P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) and P3HT:F8TBT blends, an evolution in

device performance is observed that is correlated with a coarsening and purification of domains on

the 5�10 nm length scale. Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GI-WAXS) is also

employed to probe material crystallinity, revealing P(NDI2OD-T2) crystallites 25�40 nm in thickness

that are embedded in the larger domains observed by R-SoXS. A higher degree of P3HT crystallinity is

also observed in blends with P(NDI2OD-T2) compared to F8TBT with the propensity of the polymers

to crystallize in P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends hindering the structuring of morphology on the sub-

10 nm length scale. This work also underscores the complementarity of R-SoXS and GI-WAXS, with

R-SoXS measuring the size of compositionally distinguishable domains and GI-WAXS providing

information regarding crystallinity and crystallite thickness.

KEYWORDS: bulk heterojunction . polymer blends . polymer solar cells . soft
X-rays . X-ray scattering
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Polymer/fullerene solar cells have, to date, proved to
be the most effective blend combination with power
conversion efficiencies of over 8% now reported.14 The
efficiency of polymer/polymer solar cells in con-
trast has remained at ∼2%,4,15�18 largely attributed
to inefficient interfacial charge separation19�22 (that is,
the recombination of electron�hole pairs localized at
the donor/acceptor interface subsequent to charge
transfer). However, the contribution of unoptimized
morphology to this lackluster performance is not fully
understood. In general, it is thought that amorphology
consisting of interconnected pure phases with a char-
acteristic domain size of∼10 nm (the exciton diffusion
length) is most beneficial for device action.13 A key
challenge in the field of organic photovoltaics is the
ability to provide quantitative information about the
morphology of bulk heterojunction blends used in
polymer solar cells. Even for polymer/fullerene solar
cells whosemorphology is easier to characterize due to
differences in material density (and hence analysis by
traditional techniques such as transmission electron
microscopy), new discoveries are being made, such as
the existence of a mixed phase in addition to pure
polymer and pure fullerene phases in well-studied
poly(3-hexylthiophene):[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid
methyl ester blends.23�26 Transmission electronmicro-
scopy (TEM)27�29 and atomic force microscopy
(AFM)30,31 have been the most common techniques
for studying blend morphology; however, standard
TEM has relatively poor chemical sensitivity and AFM
is limited in being able to only provide information
regarding surface topography that may or may not
relate to bulk morphology. Energy-filtered TEM is
increasingly being utilized that enhances the chemical
sensitivity of TEM,32�35 and neutron-based tech-
niques are also being adopted to probe the structure
of polymer/fullerene blends owing to the natural
neutron scattering contrast between polymers and
fullerenes.26,36,37 X-ray scattering and diffraction using
hard X-rays is also a useful technique providing infor-
mation regarding molecular packing and the size of
crystalline regions,38,39 but scattering contrast from
amorphous regions of different materials is low.
An alternative approach for enhanced chemical con-

trast with high resolution is the use of soft X-rays.40,41

Photons with energy close to the 1s ionization energy
of carbon are able to promote electrons from the 1s
orbital of carbon to unoccupied electronic orbitals.
Absorption resonances are observed that are asso-
ciated with the unoccupied electronic structure of
the polymer, providing a means for chemical contrast
even when there is no difference in elemental compo-
sition. Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM)42

that utilizes differences in the near-edge X-ray absorp-
tion spectra ofmaterials for chemical contrast has been
employed to provide two-dimensional composition
maps of bulk heterojunction blends with sub-100 nm

resolution.43,44 The resolution of STXM is limited by the
spot size achievable by zone-plate optics and by the
inherent limitations associatedwith a two-dimensional
projection of a 100 nm thick film. Oneway to overcome
the limitations of zone-plate optics and two-dimen-
sional imaging is to use material contrast afforded by
soft X-rays in a scattering experiment. Recently, we have
demonstrated the ability of resonant soft X-ray scattering
(R-SoXS) to provide morphological information on the
sub-10 nm length scale in conjugated polymer blends.45

In this previous communication, blends of the polyfluo-
rene derivatives poly(9,90-dioctylfluorene-co-bis(N,N0-(4-
butylphenyl))bis(N,N0-phenyl-1,4-phenylene)diamine)
(PFB) and poly(9,90-dioctylfluorene-co-benzothiadiazole)
(F8BT) were studied that have been extensively studied
with STXM. Our results revealed a hierarchy of phase
separation in PFB:F8BT blends, with ∼80 nm sized do-
mains in as-cast samples that are readily observed by
STXM, and a finer length scale of intermixing on the sub-
10 nm length scale not readily observed by STXM but
revealed by R-SoXS. With annealing, phase coarsening
was initially observed on the length scale of a few to tens
of nanometers followed by coarsening of the larger
domains at higher temperatures.45

In this contribution, we utilize R-SoXS to study two
more recently developed and more efficient polymer/
polymer systems for which little detailed morphologi-
cal information exists. In particular, we study blends of
the donor polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)with
the acceptor polymer poly((9,9-dioctylfluorene)-2,
7-diyl-alt-[4,7-bis(3-hexylthien-5-yl)-2,1,3-benzothiadia-
zole]-20,200-diyl) (F8TBT), along with blends of P3HT
with the acceptor poly([N,N0-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-11-
naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)-2,6-diyl]-alt-
5,50-(2,20-12-bithiophene)) (P(NDI2OD-T2)). P3HT:F8TBT
blends represent one of the most efficient all-polymer
solar cell systems to date,4 while P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2)
blends21 are of interest due to the exceptional electron
mobility of P(NDI2OD-T2).46 As a complement to the
R-SoXS measurement, information about the crystal
size and the qualitative degree of crystallization was
derived from grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scat-
tering (GI-WAXS) data. The combination of R-SoXS and
GI-WAXS in particular serves as a powerful demonstra-
tion of the additional information derived from R-SoXS
and the benefit of using separate techniques to probe
amorphous and crystalline structure.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 presents the chemical structures of P3HT,
F8TBT, and P(NDI2OD-T2) and the optical absorption
spectra of neat films. P3HT and F8TBT have overlap-
ping absorption bands in the visible region peaking at
∼550 nm, while P(NDI2OD-T2) has a low-energy
charge-transfer absorption band peaking at 700 nm
and extending into the near-infrared. The absorption
spectrum of amorphous F8TBT is featureless, while
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the absorption spectra of semicrystalline P3HT and
P(NDI2OD-T2) show features associated with vibronic
structure that may be related to film microstruc-
ture.47,48 Figure 2 presents the evolution of the absorp-
tion spectra of 1:1 (by weight) blend films of P3HT:
F8TBT and P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) with annealing. These
films were prepared in the same fashion using the same
annealing protocol as for films used in devices and films
used for structuring characterization, with all blends
processed from chloroform. All films were annealed for
10 min followed by quenching to room temperature
and subsequent measurements. For P3HT:F8TBT films,
there is little vibronic structure in the P3HT absorption
component in as-cast films, but with annealing, P3HT
vibronic structure appears consistentwith orderingof the
P3HT phase.49,50 The vibronic structure in the UV�vis
spectra of the annealed P3HT:F8TBT films is less promi-
nent than that observed in neat P3HT reference shown
in Figure 1. While overlap of the P3HT and F8TBT absorp-
tion spectra will make the P3HT vibronic structure less
noticeable in blend spectra, the vibronic structure pres-
ent in these chloroform-processed films is less promi-
nent than observed in xylene-processed blends,50

suggesting that P3HT crystallization is hindered
(see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).
For P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) films, a similar evolution in

P3HT vibronic structure with annealing is observed,
accompanied by changes in the structure of the
P(NDI2OD-T2) absorption component. The vibronic struc-
ture of the P3HT phase is similar to that observed in neat
P3HT, suggesting that P3HT crystallization is not hin-
dered here. Curiously, annealing the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2)
film at 200 �C results in a loss of structure in the
absorption spectrum of both components, suggesting
a melting of polymer chains and some loss of crystal-
linity, which has been confirmed by a comparison of
GI-WAXS data of 180 and 200 �C annealed samples (see
Figure S2 in Supporting Information). A loss of P3HT
crystallinity due to melting with annealing at 200 �C in
P3HT:[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)
blends has also been observed by Verploegen et al.51

Figure 3 presents the evolution of the device char-
acteristics of P3HT:F8TBT and P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2)
photovoltaic devices with annealing. All devices were
fabricated with PEDOT:PSS-coated ITO glass substrates
and aluminum top electrodes (see the Experimental
Section for full details). Both P3HT:F8TBT and P3HT:
P(DNI2OD-T2) devices show a pronounced evolution
of device performance with annealing. P3HT:F8TBT
devices show a dramatic 50-fold increase in power
conversion efficiency from 0.018% for unannealed
devices to 0.90% for devices annealed at 180 �C. This
increase is brought about by changes in both short-
circuit current (a 20-fold increase) and fill factor
(increase from 0.22 to 0.4). P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) devices
show an increase in power conversion efficiency from
0.16% for unannealed devices to 0.35% for devices
annealed at 140 �C. Although the short-circuit current (Jsc)
of P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) devices peaks at an annealing
temperature of 160 �C, corresponding to a 3-fold
increase, device performance is undermined by a
monotonic decrease in the fill factor (FF) with anneal-
ing decreasing from 0.48 for unannealed films to 0.22 for
films annealed at 200 �C. Device efficiencies are consis-
tent with previous reports,4,21 though we note that
optimized P3HT:F8TBT devices typically have a slightly
thinner active layer (70 nm compared to 100 nm here)
and are prepared from xylene rather than chloroform.
Chloroform is used here as it results in a more intimate
initial mixing of the blend components, producing a
more dramatic change in device efficiency and hence
facilitating study of the influence of the evolving
nanomorphology during annealing on device perfor-
mance. The lower P3HT crystallinity in chloroform-
processed devices may also partially explain the lower
efficiency of these devices, with the interplay between
nanomorphology and crystallinity discussed further
below. Interestingly, the current-voltage (J�V) curves
of the P3HT:F8TBT and P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) devices
show a very different shape evolution. Although the Jsc
of both P3HT:F8TBT and P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) devices is
maximized for an anneal temperature of ∼160�180 �C,
theFFof theP3HT:F8TBTdevices increasesmonotonically

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structures of P3HT, F8TBT, and P-
(NDI2OD-T2). (b) Absorption spectra of neat films.
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with annealing while it decreases monotonically with
annealing for theP3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) devices. One reason
behind the dramatic improvement in P3HT:F8TBT device
efficiency with annealing (both in terms of Jsc and FF) is
the improvement in P3HT ordering that increases hole
mobility.50,52 Annealing of P3HT:F8TBT blends spin-
coated from xylene leads to an increase in hole mobility
of an order of magnitude.52 A more dramatic enhance-
ment of mobility is expected for P3HT:F8TBT blends
processed from chloroform as the P3HT fraction ismore
disordered in as-cast films from chloroform. This increase
in mobility leads to enhanced charge separation effi-
ciency resulting in both increased Jsc and FF. For P3HT:
P(NDI2OD-T2) blends, a significant portion of the P3HT
component is already ordered (see also GI-WAXS results
below), meaning that there is less likely to be as dramatic
an improvement in hole mobility with annealing.
Figure 4 shows the R-SoXS scattering profiles of

P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blend thin films prepared under
various conditions, that is, as-spun and annealed at
100, 120, 160, 180, and 200 �C. The data were acquired
at 285.3 eV, an energy for which the chemical contrast
between the two polymers is optimized in relation to

mass�thickness differences (see Supporting Information).
Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) data
showed that the average composition of the∼180 nm
spaced domains does not evolve with annealing (see
Figure S5 in the Supporting Information). The R-SoXS
data have thus been normalized to the scattering
intensity of the low q peak at ∼0.04 nm�1. To avoid
confusion, some low q data (<0.02 nm�1) that are
distorted by parasitic scattering from a few dispersed,
large agglomerates or impurities in the 100 and 160 �C
samples are removed in the figure. Such sample im-
perfections are readily observed and correlated with
visible light microscopy. The near complete constancy
of the shape and position of the low q peak is a further
indication that domains corresponding to this domain
size do not evolve in size or average composition.
Overall, with the exception of the as-spun film, a
bimodal size distribution is observed for all films, with
domains corresponding to ∼5�10 and ∼75�100 nm,
respectively. For the as-spun film, only domains
∼75�100 nm in size are observed. (We note that the
top scale in Figure 4 is the domain spacing. Hence, for a
morphology with near equal volume fractions, the

Figure 2. Evolution of the absorption spectra of blend films with annealing: (a) P3HT:F8TBT; (b) P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2). (c)
Changes in P3HTvibronic structurewith annealing in theP3HT:F8TBTblend; (d,e) changes in P3HTandP(NDI2OD-T2) vibronic
structure in the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blend with annealing.
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domain size is a factor of 2 smaller.) Scattering can, by
its very nature, not create a reconstruction of the real-
space structure. It is thus incapable of differentiating
easily (a) if small domains are subdomains of large
domains or (b) if different regions in space have large
domains and others have small domains. Given the
complexity of these system and the limited infor-
mation, we will discuss the morphology in terms of
ensemble averages only and will refrain from explicit
interpretation in terms of specific hierarchical struc-
tures as have been recently proposed in fullerene
based devices.53 In contrast to the larger domains,
the smaller domains show a clear change in size
with annealing, with the domain size systematically
increasing with annealing temperature (see inset to
Figure 4). Interestingly, the size of these small domains

is generally on the order of the exciton diffusion length,
evolving from ∼5 nm for the 100 �C annealed film to
∼10 nm for the 200 �C annealed film. Device efficiency
is optimized for anneal temperatures of 160�180 �C
corresponding to a domain spacing of ∼8�9 nm. In
addition to information regarding the domain spacing
provided by the position of the scattering peaks, the
scattering intensity also provides qualitative informa-
tion regarding the purity and volume fraction of the
domains. The maximum scattering intensity for the
small domains is observed for samples annealed at
160 �C, which corresponds to the maximum observed in
Jsc. While the scattering data provide information regard-
ing domain spacing and purity, it does not provide
information regarding the connectivity of domains. For
the 200 �C annealed film, the domain spacing only

Figure 3. Evolution of the device characteristics of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:F8TBT/Al (a,c,e) and ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:
P(NDI2OD-T2)/Al (b,d,f) devices with annealing. (a,b) Changes in the external quantum efficiency spectra, (c,d) plot of the
current voltage characteristics under 100 mW/cm2 AM1.5G illumination, and (e,f) summary of the evolution in short-circuit
current, open-circuit voltage, fill factor, and power conversion efficiency with annealing temperature.
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increases to ∼10�11 nm with a mild reduction in
scattering intensity, yet 200 �C annealed devices exhibit
a pronounced drop in efficiency and the appearance of
an “S-shape” in the J�V curve about open circuit.
The reduced performance of the 200 �C annealed
device could result fromdomains with poor connectivity,
consistent with the production of S-shaped J�V curves
via the accumulation of space charge at material inter-
faces.54 Alternatively, the reduced crystallinity in the
200 �C annealed device (see Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information) is likely to result in lower charge carrier
mobilities and reduced charge separation and collection.
The P3HT:F8TBT blend has a rather different mor-

phology. Figure 5 shows the R-SoXS data acquired on
this system at 285.5 eV for as-spun, 100, 120, 160, 180,
and 200 �C annealed samples. Analogous to P3HT:
P(NDI2OD-T2) blends, 285.5 eV is the energy where
the polymer/polymer contrast is optimized for P3HT:
F8TBT (see Supporting Information). Here, we observe
a broader domain size distribution than for P3HT:
P(NDI2OD-T2). A peak corresponding to∼7 nm domains
is evident with annealing at 100 �C, with a gradual
increase in average domain size to 11 nm for annealing
at 200 �C. At the same time, the intensities increase for
all but the highest q values due to uniform coarsening
and purification of all the structures. Only at the
highest annealing temperature of 200 �C does a clear
secondary feature corresponding to ∼30 nm domains
emerge. Furthermore, the smaller domains are signifi-
cantly more numerous or more pure in relation to large
domains as indicated by the high scattering intensity at
high q. Whereas in the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blend, the
high q peak near q= 0.4 nm�1 has a scattering intensity
of only about 50% that of the low q peak at 0.04 nm�1,
the scattering intensity fromdomains of∼10 nm in size
in P3HT:F8TBT ismore than anorder ofmagnitudehigher
than those 50 nm or larger. Peak efficiency and peak Jsc

are observed at 180 �C, which corresponds (by inference,
as this particular temperature is missing in the data set in
this sample series, although is confirmed from data of
samples with slightly larger thickness) to a saturation of
intensityof the∼10nmdomains, limiteddomaingrowth,
and onset of the development of ∼30 nm domains.
Overall, the average domains in the P3HT:F8TBT blend
are significantly smaller than in the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2)
blendandnearlymatched to theexcitondiffusion length.
Figure 6 presents the photoluminescence (PL) spec-

tra of P3HT:F8TBT films as a function of annealing. Due
to the characteristic length scale associated with ex-
citon diffusion (∼10 nm), PL data provide qualita-
tive information regarding domain size on the 10 nm
length scale. Due to the low PL quantum efficiency
(PLQE) of P(NDI2OD-T2), a similar analysis could not
easily be performed on P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) films. Neat
F8TBT has a PLQE of 27% and ismore luminescent than
that of neat regioregular P3HT that ismeasured to have
a PLQE of 1.8%. Examining the data of Figure 6, as-spun
films have a PLQE of 3.8%, indicating efficient quench-
ing of F8TBT emission via exciton dissociation at P3HT/
F8TBT heterojunctions. With annealing to 100 �C a
sharp drop in PLQE to 2.1% is observed that can be
attributed to aggregation of P3HT.50 The photophysics
of P3HT is highly sensitive to polymer conformation
with disordered, regiorandom P3HT possessing a sig-
nificantly higher PLQE (∼15%) to ordered, regioregular
P3HT.50 Subsequent annealing leads to a monotonic
increase in PLQE with annealing consistent with the
evolution ofmorphology on a 10 nm length scale. Even
at an annealing temperature of 200 �C, the PLQE of the
blend is still well below that of neat F8TBT, suggesting
that there is still significant intermixing on the 10 nm
length scale. For comparison, PFB:F8BT blends an-
nealed at 200 �C have a PLQE similar to the PLQE neat

Figure 4. R-SoXS of P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blend thin films
prepared at various conditions: as-cast, 120, 160, 180, and
200 �C annealed. Inset: Domain spacing calculated from the
fitted scattering peak locations of the smaller domains.

Figure 5. R-SoXS of P3HT:F8TBT blend thin films prepared
at various conditions: as-cast and annealed at 100, 120, 140,
160, and 200 �C.
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F8BT (66%), indicating the evolution of pure domains
with spacing much larger than the exciton diffusion
length, confirmed by STXM and R-SoXS measure-
ments.9,43 The PL data of Figure 6 are consistent with
the R-SoXS data where an evolution in nanostructure
on the length scale of 5�10 nm is directly observed but
with limited structural evolution beyond the exciton
diffusion length. Note that PL measurements are limited
inwhat they can say regardingmorphology, as they are
sensitive to small minority concentrations and provide
no information on length scales much larger than
the exciton diffusion length. Thus PL measurements
cannot distinguish between large domainswith a small
minority component that still efficiently quenches PL
and efficient PL quenching by pure domains but with
domain spacing less than the exciton diffusion length.
To derive information about crystallinity and crystal-

lite thickness in the thin film blends, GI-WAXS data
were acquired. Figure 7a shows the in-plane scattering
intensity of P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) as-spun samples and
those annealed at 100, 120, 140, 160, and 180 �C.
Utilizing reference measurements on pure films, the
peaks near q=0.25, 0.37, and 1.7 Å�1 are indexed as the
P(NDI2OD-T2) (100), the P3HT (100), and the P3HT
π�π (010) peaks, respectively. The relative intensity
changes of the P(NDI2OD-T2) (100) peak and the P3HT
(100) peak indicate that P(NDI2OD-T2) crystallizes first

or more readily in the as-spun films. The out-of-plane
scattering shows a similar evolution, but we include
here the in-plane GI-WAXS results to allow a compar-
ison to the R-SoXS data which only measures the in-
plane morphology. By performing a Scherrer analysis
on (100) peaks and correcting the instrumental broad-
ening, the size of the crystals along those crystallo-
graphic directions were derived and plotted in Figure 7b.
Crystal size is observed to evolve with annealing tem-
perature, qualitatively mirroring the R-SoXS observa-
tions. However, the size of the P(NDI2OD-T2) crystals
even in as-spun films is much larger than the small do-
mains observed in R-SoXS. These crystallites therefore
must be embedded in the larger 75�100 nm domains
observed by R-SoXS. Similarly, the size of the P3HT
crystallites, especially in as-spun and mildly annealed
films, are larger than the smaller domains observed by
R-SoXS. These observations underscore the fact that
R-SoXS measures a different aspect of materials than
GI-WAXS and that these two characterization methods
are complementary. GI-WAXS only measures the crystal
size along the (100) direction, providing little informa-
tion about the size along the other directions or direct
information about whether the crystals are embedded
in the same or the complementary material. In con-
trast, R-SoXS measures the size of the compositionally
distinguishable domains, which does not correspond

Figure 7. In-plane GI-WAXS data of P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2)
samples prepared at various conditions: as-spun, 100, 120,
140, 160, and 180 �C annealed (a), and crystal sizes along the
(100) direction derived from a Scherrer analysis (b).

Figure 6. Evolution of the photoluminescence spectrum of
P3HT:F8TBT blends with annealing. Solid lines depict the
blend; while dashed lines correspond to the spectrum of
neat films. The magnitude of the F8TBT spectrum has been
reduced 20-fold.
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to the size measured with GI-WAXS of either the P3HT
or the P(NDI2OD-T2) crystals. Furthermore, GI-WAXS
detects crystallization in as-cast films, whereas R-SoXS
does not detect structure at the related length scale.
The discrepancy observed indicates that most of the
crystals are surrounded by the same polymer within
the large domains observed in R-SoXS. Consequently,
only a fraction of the volumeof the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2)
devices has a favorable domain size that is on the order
of the exciton diffusion length. It is also highly likely
that the small domains observed with R-SoXS are
predominantly composed of amorphous P3HT and
P(NDI2OD-T2), although definitive analysis on the re-
lative volume fraction of crystalline and amorphous
domains of each polymers cannot be provided at this
point. In addition, a direct comparison of the GI-WAXS
data from 180 and 200 �C annealed films shows that
the latter has much less crystallinity, which explains
the loss of structure in the optical absorption spectrum
mentioned at the beginning of the Results and Discus-
sion section.
In contrast to the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends, sig-

nificantly less crystallization was revealed in P3HT:
F8TBT blends with GI-WAXS, as shown in Figure 8, in
which data from as-spun, 140, and 200 �C P3HT:F8TBT
thin films are plotted. Only a broad and small P3HT
(100) diffraction peak at q ≈ 0.37 Å�1 is observed for
the 200 �C annealed film. Furthermore, the P3HT
crystals are so small or ill-formed that the (010)
(i.e., π�π stacking) peak is barely detectable. The appear-
ance of vibronic structure in the absorption spectrum
of the 140 �C annealed film (Figure 2) may be attrib-
uted to molecular aggregation of P3HT without the
formation of coherent crystallites. In Figure 8, there is
no diffraction peak that can be attributed to F8TBT.
Annealing at various temperatures causes different

structural changes in the two blends. The morpholo-
gical evolution and the crystallization behavior can
be summarized and correlated to device performance

as follows. P3HT:F8TBT blends do not exhibit any
dominant large-scale phase separation and little crys-
tallization for all annealing temperatures. The vast
majority of this material is structured at the ∼10 nm
length scale. The best device performance is correlated
to the arrest in growth and purification of the ∼10 nm
domains and just prior to the emergence of domains
with a second length scale of about 30 nm, possibly
being the result of coalescence. This optimum mor-
phology is consistent with the results of device simula-
tions that indicate that a morphology with domain size
slightly larger than the exciton diffusion length bal-
ances the processes of charge generation and charge
separation.11 In contrast, P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends
have a more unfavorable morphology if viewed from
the conventional bulk heterojunction structure model
with dominant domain size of ∼90 nm even in the as-
cast blends. These domains are much larger than the
exciton diffusion length resulting in the loss of photo-
excitations via exciton recombination. The high crystal-
linity in the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends impedes large-
scale evolution of the morphology during annealing.
Within the annealing sequence investigated, high
scattering intensity for ∼9 nm domains corresponded
to the highest Jsc. Although domains in size on the order
of the exciton diffusion length develop, only a fraction
of the material is structured at that length scale.
The P3HT:F8TBT blend can and does evolve more

than the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blend since this system is
less crystalline at all preparation conditions than the
P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends. The suppression of the
crystallization of the P3HT in P3HT:F8TBT blends rela-
tive to P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends implies that there
might be a favorable interaction at the molecular level
between P3HT and F8TBT that results in partial mis-
cibility of this system. Indeed, a previous X-ray diffrac-
tion study of thick P3HT:F8TBT films has found
evidence for F8TBT intercalation in P3HT crystallites.49

If better control of the morphology can be accom-
plished for P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2), significant improve-
ment might be achieved for that system. The high
crystallinity might allow the morphology to be frozen
in, thus making the annealing step relatively insensi-
tive to details of the fabrication protocol. Such in-
creased processing latitude might be important for
large scaling fabrication processes such as roll-to-roll
printing. Crystallite size, however, has to be commen-
suratewith the dimensions required for efficient device
operation. The 25�40 nm size of the P(NDI2OD-T2)
crystals in the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends precludes
their incorporation in the finer nanostructure that
is arguably more important for device operation.
Indeed, the potential lack of crystallinity within the
5�10 nm domains in P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) may help to
explain the poor performance of P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2)
solar cells that has partly been attributed to fast
interfacial recombination following charge transfer.21

Figure 8. In-plane GI-WAXS data of P3HT:F8TBT samples
prepared at various conditions: as-spun, 140, and 200 �C
annealed.
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Assuming that a significant proportion of the interfa-
cial area is attributable to the smaller 5�10 nm do-
mains, a lack of molecular order in these domains is
likely to be detrimental to charge separation. Ordered
crystallites should favor charge separation due to
increased molecular order and the associated charge
mobility. Thus, while neat P(NDI2OD-T2) possesses an
electron mobility comparable to that of PCBM, this
high electron mobility may not be imparted locally to
disordered P(NDI2OD-T2) chains at donor/acceptor
interfaces within the smaller domains. These observa-
tions highlight that while material crystallinity in gen-
eral is thought to be favorable, enabling high carrier
mobilities, it can be problematic by disabling forma-
tion of morphology on the desired length scale.
It is interesting to note that the near-optimal mor-

phology of the P3HT:F8TBT blend does not lead, how-
ever, to a much superior Jsc when compared to the
P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blend. The J�V curves of opti-
mized P3HT:F8TBT devices still have a steep gradient
even out to�1 V reverse bias (Figure 3c), indicating that
while near-optimum morphologies have been achieved
interfacial charge separation is still limiting device
performance. The J�V curves of P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2)
devices are not as steep in contrast, suggesting that
charge separation is not as problematic for P3HT:
P(NDI2OD-T2) and that the large domains may also
be limiting device performance through incomplete
exciton dissociation. Indeed, relatively high fill factors
have been achieved for P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends (up
to 67%);55 however, these fill factors have not been
combined with high short-circuit currents. The lower
overall performance of the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) system
compared to P3HT:F8TBT can be primarily traced to a
lower open-circuit voltage and to a lesser extent to
reduced fill factor for conditions that produced the
higher short-circuit currents. Ultimately, it is the elec-
tronic structure and the resultant low open-circuit
voltage of the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blend that is the
major difference. While the P(NDI2OD-T2) infrared
band extends the absorption of the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2)
blend relative to the P3HT:F8TBT system, it has insuffi-
cient absorption strength in ∼100 nm thick films to
provide a decisive advantage.

CONCLUSIONS

Resonant soft X-ray scattering has been employed to
directly correlate the device performance of polymer
solar cells with the evolution of nanostructure on the
length scale of 5�20 nm. For the two all-polymer solar
cell systems investigated, significant differences in the

nature and evolution of nanostructure were observed.
For P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends, a bimodal domain
structure was observed with characteristic domain
sizes of ∼75�100 and ∼5�10 nm. The size of the
larger domains in the P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends was
observed to be invariant under annealing, while the
smaller domains were observed to evolve from∼5 nm
for 100 �C annealed films to ∼10�11 nm for 200 �C
annealed films. For P3HT:F8TBT blends, no dominant
large-scale phase separation was observed with the
vast majority of the material structured at the ∼10 nm
length scale. A broader domain size distribution on the
10 nm length scale was observed for P3HT:F8TBT
compared to P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2), with annealing lead-
ing to a gradual increase in the average domain size
from ∼7 nm (100 �C) to ∼11 nm (200 �C). Only with
annealing at 200 �C was a secondary feature corre-
sponding to a∼30 nm domain size observed. For both
systems, the optimization of device performance with
annealing was correlated with a coarsening and pur-
ification of domains on the 5�10 nm length scale,
consistent with the creation of a morphology that
balances charge separation/collection with exciton
dissociation.
GI-WAXS was used to provide complementary in-

formation regarding crystallinity and crystallite size,
revealing a higher crystallinity of P3HT in blends with
P(NDI2OD-T2) than in blends with F8TBT. Embedded in
the larger 75�100nmdomains, 25�40nmP(NDI2OD-T2)
crystallites were observed�significantly larger than
the optimum domain size for exciton dissociation. Thus
the propensity of P3HT and P(NDI2OD-T2) to crystallize in
P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends hampers the formation of
nanostructure on the desired length scale resulting in a
suboptimal morphology. The lower crystallinity of P3HT in
blends with F8TBT suggests a favorable interaction be-
tween P3HT and F8TBT at the molecular level enabling
formation of a near-optimum morphology. These
observations demonstrate that, while crystallinity is
thought to be desirable in enabling high carrier
mobilities and arresting large-scale phase separation,
control over crystallite size is required to enable for-
mation of domains on the length scale of the exciton
diffusion length. The formation of large domains in
P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) blends driven by crystallization
hampers the performance of this system with im-
proved control of nanostructure a route to improved
efficiency. Our study also highlights the utility of R-SoXS
in providing complementary information to GI-WAXS
enable a more complete picture of nanomorphology to
be captured.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. P3HT was supplied by Merck KGaA with molecular
weight (Mw) of 25 kg/mol, polydispersity index (PDI) of 2.0, and

regioregularity of 94%. P(NDI2OD-T2) was purchased from

Polyera Corp. (ActivInk N2200) with a specified number-average

molecular weight (Mn) of 25.4 kg/mol and PDI of 4.0. F8TBT was
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supplied by Cambridge Display Technology Ltd. with a peak
molecular weight (Mp) of 432 kg/mol. Blend films for devices,
optical characterization, and X-ray scattering were prepared in
identical fashion. P3HT:F8TBT blends were prepared from anhy-
drous chloroform with a weight ratio of 1:1 and total solution
concentration of 12 g/L. Spin-coating at 4000 rpm yielded P3HT:
F8TBT films with a thickness of 100 ( 20 nm. P3HT:P(NDI2OD-
T2) blends were also prepared from anhydrous chloroform with
a1:1weight ratiobutwitha total solutionconcentrationof19g/L to
produce films 105 ( 5 nm thick when spin-coated at 4000 rpm.
Film thicknessesweredeterminedusing aDektak 6Mprofilometer.

Optical Characterization. Films for optical absorptionandphoto-
luminescence analysis were prepared on quartz substrates.
Absorption spectra were acquired using a Hewlett-Packard
8453 diode-array spectrometer. PL spectra and efficiencieswere
measured at room temperature in a nitrogen-purged integrat-
ing spherewith excitation froman argon ion laser at 488 nmand
detection with an Oriel Instaspec IV spectrometer.

Device Fabrication. Devices were prepared by spin-coating
blend films on PEDOT:PSS-coated indium�tin�oxide glass sub-
strates. The ITO-covered glass substrates were initially cleaned
by solvent cleaning and oxygen plasma treatment. PEDOT:PSS
(40 nm thick) was then deposited by spin-coating onto the
plasma-treated substrates and then annealing at 120 �C before
being transferred to a nitrogen glovebox for spin-coating of
P3HT:F8TBT and P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2) layers. Previous X-ray
photoelectron experiments have shown that P3HT preferen-
tially wets the PEDOT/PSS surface for both P3HT:F8TBT and
P3HT:P(NDI2OD-T2).21,50 After the active blend layer was de-
posited, the samples were transferred to a vacuum evaporator
inside the glovebox where 100 nm thick aluminum electrodes
were evaporated through a shadow mask. Annealing was per-
formedon a hot platewithin the glovebox prior to encapsulation.

Device Characterization. External quantum efficiency was mea-
sured as a function of wavelength by dispersing light from a
tungsten filament (Newport 250 W QTH) through a monochro-
mator (Oriel Cornerstone 130) with a spot size smaller than the
device active area. Light intensities of less than 1mWcm�2were
used with the short-circuit current recorded using a Keithley
2635 source measure unit. Current�voltage characteristics
were measured under an equivalent of 100 mW cm�2 AM1.5G
illumination with an ABET class AAA solar simulator correcting
for spectral mismatch.

Resonant Soft X-ray Scattering Measurements. Scattering mea-
surements were performed at beamline 11.0.1.2 at the Advanced
Light Source.56 This undulator beamline is equipped with a
variable line spacing plane grating monochromator and a four-
bounce harmonic rejection assembly composed of four SiO2

substrates coated with 30 nm nickel for the sake of spectral
purity. To eliminate most of the beamline parasitic scatter, a set
of four-jaw collimating slits were used to define the beam. The
scattered intensity was recorded by a back illuminated Prince-
ton PI-MTE CCD thermoelectrically cooled to �45 �C. Beam
centering was completed by imaging the direct beam on the
CCD while attenuated with a carbon film. Sample�detector
distance was measured from diffraction peaks of the triblock
copolymer poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-2-vinyl pyridine), which
has a known spacing of 391 Å at 280 eV. The beam size at the
sample is approximately 300 μmby 200 μm. Amodified version
of the NIKA software package was used to process the scattering
data to (i) subtract background, (ii) normalize by the I0 provided by
photodiode, and (iii) make solid angle corrections. The acquisition
timewas 60 s for low q region (below 0.5 nm�1) and 120 s for high
q region (above 0.5 nm�1). These two regions were then stitched
together with detector dwell time correction applied.

Removal of parasitic scattering was aided by investigating
known isotropic scattering samples and comparing the scatter-
ing signals derived by integrated over 8� sectors and eliminat-
ing any regions and sectors containing data disagreeingwith the
others. The parasitic scattering is caused by a fewdispersed, large
agglomerates or impurities. They are readily observed with
visible light microscopy. The scattering intensity profiles were
scaled by q2 to represent total scattered intensity at a given q.

The sample films used for R-SoXS were spin-cast on NaPSS-
covered glass as substrate. To carry out R-SoXS experiment in

transmission, the film is floated off in deionized water and
picked up with a 1.5 mm by 1.5 mm silicon nitride window.
The film is then dried in air before being transferred into the
vacuum chamber for R-SoXS.

Grazing-Incidence Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (GI-WAXS). GI-WAXS
experiment was performed at beamline 7.3.3 of Advanced Light
Source.57 The blend films were prepared on PEDOT:PSS-covered
glass substrates, following the same protocol used preparing
samples for other characterizations. Although the data were
acquiredonsampleswith slightly larger thickness,∼140nm, instead
of ∼100 nm used for other characterizations, we have confirmed
that there is no observable GI-WAXS data difference between
samples due to this small thickness difference other than overall
intensity. The 10 keV X-ray beamwas incident at a grazing angle of
0.12�, which maximized the scattering intensity from the samples.
The scattered intensitywasdetectedwithanASDCQuantum4CCD.

Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy. STXM measurements
were performed at beamline 5.3.2 of the Advanced Light Source
(ALS), Berkeley, CA.58 The silicon frame-supported films were
mounted in the sample chamber which was evacuated to
0.3 mbar and subsequently refilled with 1/3 atm of helium.
The intensity of the focused X-ray beam transmitted through
the film was recorded using a scintillator and photomultiplier
tube and measured as a function of energy and position.
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